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About This Software

Put on your CardBoard and plug in the MIDI keyboard!
It's a play time - with PianoBoard you can dust off your piano and perform your favorite songs!

Print a tracking image, put it above the piano keyboard and play - no need to switch between score and instrument any more!
The melody will always be before your very eyes.

PianoBoard Server enables feedback from MIDI keyboard/digital piano in your mobile AR PianoBoard app (Android 4.4+ is
supported currently, a back-facing camera with autofocus is required).

Your PC and mobile phone should be connected to the same local network (f.e. via WiFi router) or via tethering (i.e. you can
also connect your PC to the phone' mobile access point if it supports that).

* Connect your MIDI device to the PC, select it in the list and mark it as favorite so that it is selected as input device
automatically on next run.

* A smartphone VR headset with headstrap and camera hole is required
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To say this game isn't usually my type of thing would be an understatement. Having said that I found this game to be quite
refreshing.

Art is fantastic.
Music is Awesome.

And the artistic/comic book feeling is definitely a fun change from all usually games you play now days.

Highly reccomend for anyone looking for something new.. A well-told, morbid short story with some nifty interactions. A
cinematic and melancholy experience that shows how immersive (and horrifying) the medium of VR can be. Powerful stuff -
and free. Wholeheartedly recommended.. I really want to like this game. It just doesn't run smooth at all in VR despite my
computer exceeding the recommended requirements. The loading screens and menu are extremely choppy (less then 15 fps).
Once I start the game, my first 2 holes run at 45 fps which is playable but not ideal. After that, everything drops to 15 fps and
becomes unplayable. I'm still going to recommend this game because it is fun but I'm very disappointed that I won't be able to
enjoy the game until the poor frame rate gets resolved.

When I play without VR, I average 500 fps. That's not a typo. There are 2 zeros after that 5. There is no reason for me to have
the fps drop into the teens when I can play games like RoboRecall and Project CARS 2 in VR at a locked 90 fps.

AMD FX-8350
16GB 1866 RAM
GTX 1070
Oculus Rift w/ Touch Controllers. The Dark Souls of arcade space shooters. Game is really cool in theory and is actually really
fun at first. Unfortunately a few levels in the monster balance really begins to fall apart and the game ends up requiring a lot of
luck to get through. Would recommend if the game were quicker and easier to restart, however later fights can be quite slow and
dull.
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Good Game, get it for free, if you don't like, oh well.. First impression of the game was really positive,
It looks really stunning, and the puzzles are interesting.
They range from easy to difficult which was nice.
The game atmosphere was as promised very mysterious.

I would definintly recommend the game to puzzlelovers out there.. Bought it on sale, and finished it in exactly 24 minutes. In my
opinion it has no replayability, so I will probably never touch this again. I look at it as me spending $0.59 and 24 minutes of my
time to unlock an achievement. I'm sure you could finish it in a quarter my time if you used an online guide. I can appreciate the
art style, just know you're buying an insanely short game, and your money might be better spent elsewhere.. Very impressive. I
recomend. Please do more!. This game is alright. The title screen music sounds boring and lifeless, but the chiptunes I've heard
so far are decent.

Controls are responsive, which is how they should be, and the difficulty so far isn't unfair.

However, I do have a couple of gripes with this game. One, whenever you die, the game enables this annoying targetting reticle
that disables your ability to even jump, until you manage to disable it. Extremely annoying mechanic, is this a bug or a poorly
thought-out feature? Two, this game does not like being recorded in sessions, at least using OBS Studio. I alt-tabbed out to
upload the first chunk of my playthrough and then went back in to record the next, and only when I've spent AN HOUR of time
recording the next part, I discover that the footage didn't record properly, requiring me to restart the game in order to record
properly. Infuriating, to say the least, given that I will now have to go back and re-record that gameplay. Perhaps this is just an
OBS issue, but it really impacted my experience.
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